The effect of aggregation on the electrical conductivity of spin-coated polymer/carbon nanotube composite films.
This paper considers the feasibility of replacing indium tin oxide (ITO) with spin-coated, polymer-based composite films that are filled with multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs). The coating mixture consists of a solvent with low volatility, a dissolved thermoplastic polymer, and MWNTs. The high aspect ratio of MWNTs and their good electrical conductivity enable electrical percolation at very low concentrations, so that films can be prepared that conduct electricity while retaining good optical transparency. Although the MWNTs are driven to aggregate by Van der Waals interactions, the high viscosity of the polymer/solvent solution enables the preparation of metastable, homogeneous dispersions. However, exposing the mixtures to shear leads to aggregation, the magnitude of which depends on the duration of the shear. This effect could be observed directly in spin-coated films using both optical microscopy and conductivity measurements, with aggregation causing a drop in conductivity at high nanotube loading, and more complex non-monotonic behavior at concentrations approaching the percolation threshold.